
Noise Cancelling Headset 
 
 

About Aria 

Started in the year of 2003, the company has 

progressed itself to become a global leader in 

voice processing industry. We have defined, 

developed and designed world-class technology 

integrated PC based voice processing systems, 

in order to serve corporate houses and simplify 

their business work processes. All products 

developed on our end are fully tested for stability 

and performance on various platforms like PCs 

and voice processing cards. Our zest to integrate 

innovation and high-standard technology with 

business processes has helped in turning PCs 

into voice loggers and IVR systems that promise 

extra ordinary performance.  

 

Apart from CTI products ARIA has entered in 

professional call centers headset in 2012 & today we 

are one of the known supplier in India for call center 

headsets too with our strong R&D & cost effective 

products. We also offer strong after sales support to 

our customers, All our products has one year 

warranty. 

 

 

 

 

ARIA 162N-High Quality Headset  

 
Aria 162N comes with PL QD to connect with 

various connecting cords like RJ-9, USB, 

2.5mm, 3.5mm, Y cable, etc and also available 

in wideband versions for IP hard phones and 

soft phones 

ARIA AR162N binaural Noise Cancelling 

Headset feature Comfortable noise cancelling 

microphone 

A R IA  3 5 0 - D i a l p a d   

16 Digits  Incoming  & outgoing No  display  

with back light function  

15dB speakerphone volume control  

Redial, Flash, in-built & headset ring function  

Electronic calendar indication  

In use indication  

RJ-9 jack for headset ,Additional RJ9 jack for 

monitoring with dual mute 

Compatible with all ARIA Headsets  

 

ARIA Y Cable  
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ARIA 350-Dial Pad 
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Accessories: 

 

 

 

  

 

AR162N Call Center Headset 
 

 
 

ARIA 16N          
ARIA AR16N binaural Noise Cancelling 

Headset feature Comfortable noise cancelling 

microphone headset meets the demands of 

phone intensive environments. Create by 

hands-free internet communications. The noise 

cancelling mike filters out back ground sounds, 

for clear voice transmission. That helps you 

maintain a professional image on your calls and 

productivity, and makes it easier to be clearly 

understood. It is also the headset that comes 

with a bendable microphone arm, rotate 330 

degree, allowing users to flip the boom arm 

outward during coffee breaks 

Aria 16N comes with PL QD to connect with 

various connecting cords like RJ-9, USB, 

2.5mm, 3.5mm, Y cable, etc and also available 

in wideband versions for IP hard phones and 

soft phones. 

ARIA 15XN  
ARIA AR15XN binaural Noise Cancelling 

Headset feature Comfortable noise cancelling 

microphone headset meets the demands of 

phone intensive environments. It is also the 

headset that comes with a bendable 

microphone arm, rotate 330 degree, allowing 

users to flip the boom arm outward during 

coffee breaks 

Aria 15XN comes with PL QD to connect with 

various connecting cords like RJ-9, USB, 

2.5mm, 3.5mm, Y cable, etc and also available 

in wideband versions for IP hard phones and 

soft phones. 

 Call centers  

 Customer care  

 Office  

 Home  

 Web chat  

 Voice chat  

 Multimedia  

 

 

 

  

 


